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Abstract 
Domain analysis has been suggested by some in the reuse research community as an 
important process for achieving successful reuse. In this paper, we describe a domain 
analysis case-study in the domain of aero-engine systems. The principle objective of 
the case-study was to evaluate the use of a domain analysis technique on a complex 
domain in an industrial setting. 

As a result of the case-study we have learnt a number of lessons about successful 
domain analysis practice and experienced at first hand some of the widely accepted 
difficulties. For example, we now know that it is important to uncover the 'real' issues 
in the domain, recognise the value of different information sources, organise and 
structure domain knowledge, and to recognise emerging architectures. The case-study 
has also helped us to identify the significance of those areas we feel are less well 
understood in domain analysis, such as domain structuring, modelling complex forms 
of commonality and optionality, rationale capture and multiple-perspectives. Adopting 
an analysis method provided some lessons and an introduction to more complex 
issues. However, we feel that our experience points to a number of areas which are not 
adequately supported by the domain analysis method and which therefore provide a 
suitable target for future research. 
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20 Part One Ecological Studies of Domain Modelling 

1. WHY DOMAIN ANALYSIS? 

Software reuse has long been argued as a means of improving software quality and 

increasing development productivity. In recent years, domain analysis methods have 

emerged as a systematic means of identifying and packaging reusable artifacts in an 

application area (Arango and Prieto-Diaz, 1991 ). Domain analysis methods (or 

approaches) such as Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) (Kang eta!., 1990) 

have been criticised for being too code-oriented (Wartik and Prieto-Diaz, 1992). 

However, more recent domain analysis methods such as Organisation Domain 

Modelling (ODM) (Stars, 1995) and the domain analysis method outlined in (Tracz et 

a!., 1993) claim to have a wider appeal as their scope encompasses requirements as 

well as code. 
There is a sound argument for using domain analysis methods in domains which 

are mature (e.g. where a set of legacy systems exist), reasonably stable (i.e. the 

domain is not always changing) and economically viable (i.e. new systems are 

anticipated in the domain). Most appealing, is the notion of producing a 'domain 

model' or a 'domain architecture'- which can be applied to all systems in the same 

domain. For example, Batory eta!. (1995) describe an architecture for avionics 

navigation, France and Horton (1995) a domain model for download protocols, and 

Gomma (1995) a domain model for factory automation systems. 
Unfortunately, much of the existing documentation on domain analysis 

concentrates on the results of domain analysis studies, with little in-depth critique of 

the actual domain analysis process carried out. There is also a scarcity of detailed 

case-studies describing the practical, day-to-day problems and decision-making which 

are part of a domain analysis exercise. To the potential domain-engineer, with no prior 

knowledge of domain analysis, it would be hard to prepare for the practical issues 
involved in domain analysis from the literature alone. Our aim in this paper is to 

address this imbalance. 

2. CASE-STUDY: AERO-ENGINE STARTING SYSTEMS 

We chose aero-engine starting systems as the domain to be analysed, taking 

advantage of our existing industrial links Rolls-Royce pic. and with RoSEC (Rolls 

Smiths Engine Controls Limited). Aero-engine starting systems not only control 

engine starting, but also ignition, engine re-lighting and engine shutdown; their 

functionality is highly complex. Modem starting systems are built as part of the Full 

Authority Digital Engine Controller (F ADEC) -which comprises engine sensors and 

actuators controlled centrally from the Electronic Engine Controller (EEC). 

It would seem that an aero-engine starting system is an ideal application area for 

domain analysis; new starting systems are often based on previously developed 

starting systems with enhanced functionality. Indeed, there are likely to be a number 
of variants and versions of a starting system corresponding to the versions and 
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variants of the engine 'series' itself which are produced for different applications and 
customers. 

Our previous experience of applying domain analysis methods was minimal. The 
first problem was that there was no suitable guide to how long the domain analysis 
would take and which domain analysis method was most appropriate. However, we 
planned to produce a first 'version' of a domain model after 35 man days, with one of 
us (Wing Lam) acting as the sole 'domain analyst'. Wing had only a basic prior 
knowledge (and little preconceptions) about the domain (aero-engine starting). 

3. OVERVIEW OF THE DOMAIN ANALYSIS METHOD 

We chose Organisational Domain Modelling (ODM) as the domain analysis method 
to be used. The decision was more for practical reasons rather than strict technical 
reasons: ODM is widely publicised and there is copious detailed documentation (see 
Stars (1995)). In addition, ODM was developed as part of the STARS project of 
which Boeing is a major participant, so there is already a significant connection with 
the aerospace industry. 

In short, the main stages in ODM are: 

• Define the Domain. 
• Acquire Domain Information. 
• Develop Descriptive Models. 
• Refine the Domain Model. 
• Scope the Asset Base. 
• Architect the Asset Base. 
• Implement the Asset Base. 

Each stage is described in more detail later. 

4. DIARY OF A DOMAIN ANALYST 

In this section, we describe the application of ODM to the domain of aero-engine 
starting. To first provide an overview of the domain analysis case-study, Figure 1 
shows a schematic view of our domain analysis 'diary'. 

The small icons in Figure 1 represent specific meetings set up with individual 
domain experts. The grey rectangles represented our estimated timescales for domain 
analysis activities (with no prior experience) and the white rectangles our actual 
timescales. Like many iterative tasks, however, it was often 'fuzzy' where one ODM 
stage ended and others began, so Figure 1 paints an informal picture of progress. We 
think this problem was partly one of a lack of clear end criteria for the stage, but more 
commonly that it was hard to know when enough progress had been made to close the 
stage. 

21 
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Figure 1 The domain analysis diary. 

4.1 Stage 1 -define the domain 

ODM melhod stage 
Slllgt description 

Planned days to complete 
Actual days to complete 
Actio 

Define e omam 
Bound the domain of focus, and put It m context by defimng its 
relahonshtp wilh olher dom.lins. 
1 
3 

Lesson I - it's hard to strictly define the domain at the start 
Without any initial understanding of the domain, making definitive judgements about 
where the boundaries of the domain lie is difficult. First, the terminology can be 
confusing: the domain of Aero-engine Starting, from the Rolls-Royce perspective, 
actually includes elements of engine ignition, engine re-lighting and engine shutdown 
as well as engine starting. Second, there can be a degree of overlap between related 
domains. To illustrate, we looked at the functional requirements document for the 
complete FADEC on one engine and sketched out 'rough' domains- as shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The aero-engine starting domain and related domains. 

Many aspects of the control of fuel flow are assumed in the Starting domain. Hence, 
there is an underlying interaction between the control and starting domains which is 
not visible to the domain analyst or the less experienced engineer. 

4.2 Stage 2 -Acquire domain information 

OD~f metliOd stage 
Stage description 

Planned days lo complete 
Actual days 1o complt!te 

Acquire domain iruormation 
Gather Wormahon about the domain from exammmg system 
documentation and talkingw domain aperts. 
10 
17 

3. EIICil inlonnant data. 

Lesson 2- not all domain models have the same "style " 
Before beginning the task of acquiring information about the starting domain, we were 
conscious of the type of information that a domain model should contain. For 
example, was the domain model going to be a taxonomy of concepts, a description of 
the objects in the domain ( cf. object-oriented analysis (Rumbaugh 1991 )), a set of 
abstract system requirements, or a kind of semantic network of concepts and 
relations? We felt knowing beforehand the expected 'style' of domain model would 
help focus the acquisition of domain knowledge. 

Lesson 3 - use software documentation to uncover the issues in the domain 
Reading the functional requirements documents for different starting systems 
provided pointers to the important issues in the domain (Table 1 ). 

Table 1 Issues in the engine starting domain 

Issues 
cockpit signals 

possible starting modes 

Description 
How a pilot controls the starting process is different due to 
variation in cockpit layout. 
Depending upon where the aircraft is, its altitude, speed, 
and the receipt of the appropriate cockpit signals, an 
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ignition layout 
continuous ignition 

ignition fault 
accommodation 
engine re-light 

engine shut-down 

cranking 

rotor-bow protection 

engine can be started in one of many different starting 
'modes'. 
The layout of ignition systems often vary. 
Continuous ignition, if a feature of the starting system, 
enables an engine to be continuously lit for a period of 
time. 
Specific procedures are carried out in the event of an 
ignition failure. 
Engine re-light prevents a 'flame-out' condition when the 
engine becomes un-lit. 
Shutting-down an engine requires that certain engine 
components become disabled. 
'Cranking' is an engine maintenance feature, and refers to 
the starting of an engine but without the engine actually 
becoming ignited. 
Rotor-bow protection prevents excessive damage being 
done to the motor in the event of the rotor-blades 
becoming locked. 

We found listing the issues not only acted as an effective road-map for acquiring 
domain information, but provided a structure for performing domain analysis. 

Lesson 4 -prepare questions before speaking to domain experts 

Pre-prepared questions helped focus information acquisition during interview sessions 
with domain experts. Developing the very first questionnaire was the hardest as the 
domain analyst's knowledge of aero-engine starting was minimal. One of the first 
ideas that we understood was that the mode or state was a fundamental construct in 
both the requirements structure and design, enabling engineers to separate concerns 
and functionality associated with the value of particular real world conditions. Once 
we realised these we were able to phrase and structure many of our questions in terms 
of the modes, the functionality associated with the modes and the conditions for 
changing between modes. 

Lesson 5 - cross-check viewpoints for inconsistency 
With multiple domain experts being involved in the domain analysis, there was a need 
to cross-check the information given by each domain expert for consistency. Opinions 
differed, for example, on engine starting modes. We had chosen to include experts 
from many different projects to give a large basis of expertise, and found that the 
terms used varied with the definitions adopted on different projects. 

Lesson 6 - recognise the value of different information sources 
We found different kinds of information sources had their own knowledge 
'speciality'. The functional requirements documents, for example, were a good source 
of detailed system specific knowledge. However, we found that the domain experts 
had the ability to provide rationale for explaining requirement differences and abstract 
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over many different aero-engine starting systems. Thus a combination of the engineers 
broad knowledge and the detailed recorded in the documentation gave us an argued 
abstraction, together with the detail to instantiate it. 

Lesson 7- domain experts are self taught and knowledge is distilled from 
experience 
It was apparent that much of the domain experience acquired by our domain experts 
was as a result of self-learning- project documentation (functional requirement 
specifications) and domain analysts acted as catalysts and aids to the acquisition, 
refinement and recording of the company's domain knowledge. There was a constant 
need for the domain analyst to assimilate ideas and step through ' scenarios' as part of 
the personal learning process. Hence, we felt that the idea of 'finding ' domain 
knowledge, inferring a quest for a mystical tome or guru with all of the domains 
secrets, was misleading. 

Lesson 8- domain knowledge and system knowledge is entwined 
The ODM method maintains a distinction between domain knowledge and system 
knowledge. In practice, maintaining this distinction was difficult, but more 
importantly, it appeared that domain knowledge was naturally entwined with system 
knowledge and trying to separate the two was an irrelevant exercise. To illustrate, the 
notion of 'flight envelope' is often used to express the relationship between altitude 
and engine speed. Within a certain range of altitude and engine speeds, it is preferable 
to perform a starter-assisted start rather than a windmill start, and vice-versa. We 
might consider the basic idea as explained above, as domain knowledge, and the 
specific values for these ranges as system knowledge, specific to an individual aircraft 
engine. Note, however, that in this case, the system knowledge can not be understood 
in isolation from the domain knowledge; we need both to appreciate the full picture of 
flight envelopes. 

This leads us to believe that there is a distinction, albeit a fuzzy one, between the 
domain and systems in the domain. 

4.3 Stage 3 - Develop descriptive models 

Actions 

Develop diff8mt models of the domain. paying particular attention to 
thc»e •pectlt of the domain which might be considered common to all 

- -;;--'- ::-=:.=:-.:in:.:..;:the=-.::clomain,==·=--:.~-:: tho.e u_pects which are mo"' variable. 

1. Select cleecriptive model typeo, 2. Develop lexicon, 
models. 

Lesson 9 -choose intuitive and familiar notations for descriptive models 
Introducing a new notation incurs a learning 'overhead'. As engineers at Rolls-Royce 
were already acquainted with notations such as data-flow, entity-relationship and 
state-transition diagrams, it seemed sensible to use these for developing the 
descriptive models wherever appropriate. For example, we used state-transition 
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diagrams to model the operation of different starting modes, and entity-relationship 
diagrams to describe the components of an ignition system. 

Lesson 10 - there are different ways to generalise 
An inherent part of the domain analysis process is abstraction, and the need to 
generalise from concrete examples. We believe this to be an overlooked, yet critical 
aspect of domain analysis. On occasions in our case-study, it is not immediately 
obvious how things ought to be generalised - a explicit decision must be made about 
the best way to construct a general structure. The starting system provides an example 
of the quandary presented by generalisation. The starting system is often characterised 
as a number of starting modes. There is a great deal of overlap between the 
functionality provided by the modes (all of them control fuel flow, igniters and valves 
in similar ways). The core control (the parameters on which the decisions to control 
the start are based) is different for each starting mode. Figure 3 for example, shows 
two different ways of generalising a starting mode. 

Key: D Generic 
Component 

Dlnstance 

Figure 3 Two ways to generalise starting. 

In the top most diagram in Figure 3 a generic state-transition diagram exists for each 
starting mode. The Ground Start mode is instantiated with specific information about 
ground start to form a specific ground start module. In the lower picture, a single 
generic state component applies to all starting modes, combining the common 
functionality wherever possible, and is again instantiated with information about 
ground start. 

Lesson 11 -some domains can not easily be structured into well-defined 
components 
The term 'reuse' often conjures up the notion of reusable 'components'. In our 
experience, however, it was difficult to think of aero-engine starting systems as a set 
of well-defined components with 'clean' interfaces to other components. We suspect 
that this was because we were initially concerned with requirements rather than code, 
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and because our focus was on the behavioral aspects of aero-engine starting systems 
rather than the structural aspects. 

Lesson 12 - modelling 'commonality' and 'optionality' is hard 
One emerging principle of domain analysis is to separate aspects which are common 
to all systems in a domain from those which are not. In practice however, we 
discovered that requirements often 'interacted', and resided at different levels of 
abstraction, making it difficult to establish a clear-cut boundary between what was 
common and what was optional. For example, having a requirement for 'continuous 
ignition' (a high-level requirement) must lead to a requirement for a continuous 
ignition signal from the cockpit (a detailed requirement), and possibly a new 
requirement for enabling 'engine re-light' (another detailed requirement). 

Lesson 13 - requirements can be both common and optional depending upon 
their 'context' 
Requirements can be considered as both optional and common. For example, an 
'emergency re-light' feature is optional for aero-engine starting systems. However, 
there are certain aspects of emergency re-light which are common to all emergency re
light systems, such as to have the emergency re-light function enabled when the 
engine reaches engine idle speed. 

Lesson 14- recognise centres of high and low variability 
In lesson 12, we mentioned that requirements for aero-engine starting systems reside 
at different levels of granularity or abstraction. A 'high-level' requirement might be: 
"I need a starting system with emergency re-light". A 'low-level' or detailed 
requirement, however, focuses on specifics: "The emergency re-light, when engaged, 
will energise the igniters for a minimum period of I 0 seconds" . We note that more 
variance occurs at the detailed requirements level than at the high-level, and that some 
areas of the domain have a greater number of options and require more time to work 
through than others. Early consideration of optionality and variance proved useful in 
managing the domain analysis, as we could use information on complexity in the early 
stages of the analysis to help us to allocate resource for the later stages. 

4.4 Stage 4- Refine the domain model 

PIIUU\ed days to complete 
Actual days to complete 
Actions 1. Integrate descriptive models, 2. Interpret the domain model, 

3 do model. 

Lesson 15 - organise and structure the domain knowledge 
In lesson 3 -use software documentation to uncover the issues in the domain- and 
lesson 11 - some domains can not easily be structured into well-defined components-
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we indicated how domain knowledge centred around specific issues, and how this 
might be a 'natural' means for organising domain knowledge. 

A logical extension of the structuring idea was to use the notion of an issue as a 
'container' or grouping mechanism for a set of related requirements. We were 
conscious however, to avoid presenting simply another 'system' view, but something 
which would emphasise the characteristics of a domain. Figure 4 shows how we have 
structured the aero-engine starting domain into issues. 

ignition fault 
accommodation 

aero-engine starting 

possible starting 
modes 

eng1ne shutdown 

Figure 4 Using patterns to structure the aero-engine domain. 

Lesson 16- group together categories of related options or requirements 
An aero-engine starting system can combine many hundreds of different possible 
options. For example, different ways to abort from a ground start might include: 
turning the fuel off, various signal failure messages, engine over-heating, starter over
heating, hang/stall signal, engine start off, invalid speed or temperature signals, or any 
combination of these. 

To group together related options and requirements, we have used 'issues' as the 
container, as shown below: 

Issue 
Emergency Re-light 

Requirement 1 
Emergency re-light can only occur when the ignition is un-lit. 

Requirement 2 
When the emergency re-light comes operational, then 

Options: 
1. The igniters are energised for a minimum specified period of time. 
2. The igniters are energised for a maximum specified period of time. 
3. The igniters are energised for a minimum and maximum specified period of time. 
4. The igniters are energised until manually switched off. 

The emergency re-light issue has been used to encapsulate common requirements and 
associated optional requirements. Requirement 1 is a requirement which is common to 
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all starting systems with an emergency re-light feature. Requirement 2, however, is 
associated with a related set of options. 

Lesson 17- delineate commonality and associated variability 
As the two previous points emphasise, to achieve better organisation of domain 
knowledge, it was better to collect domain information around the key issues rather 
than centralise into a single domain model. For example, requirements (in their 
common and optional forms) regarding cockpit layout were distinguished from 
requirements to do with ignition re-lighting. 

Lesson 18 -make explicit the rules which govern when a requirement is 
common or optional 
As indicated in lesson 12- modelling commonality and optionality is complex- there 
was a need to express the fact that certain requirements were common or optional, 
depending upon the selection of other (often 'high-level') requirements. For this 
purpose, we found simple rules sufficient, as shown in Table 2 below (the brackets 
indicate pointers to requirements). 

Table 2 The use of rules 

Rule Example 
AND All starting systems have requirements for (Ignition Layout) and 

(Ignition Fault Accommodation) 

For an (in-flight windmill start mode), (the engine must not be already 
running) and (the aircraft must be in-flight) and (air-speed> windmill 
start threshold) 

OR When (continuous ignition is switched on), either (one igniter is 
energised) or (two igniters are energised) depending on (number of 
igniters) 

IF If the starting system has (continuous ignition), then there must be a 
requirement for (continuous ignition signal) 

The key point here is that we have made explicit the rules which govern when a 
requirement is common or optional dynamically, rather than assuming that 
requirements have a single static status. We feel that once a rule base is established it 
can be used as a means of proving the domain model through providing direct 
statements which we can use when questioning engineers. 

Note that we have yet to formalise the syntax and semantics of the kind of rules in 
Table 2 or to fully appreciate the way in which they can be used to express the 
commonality and variability relationships. The rule system is part of our on-going 
research. 
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4.5 Stage 5 - Scope the asset base 

ODM metfiOd stage 
Stage descnption 

Planned days to compte~ 
Actual days to complete 
Actions 

SCope the asset 
Prioritise the variations, so that the most used variations, or those 
pertaining to the most important customer, are given a higher priority. 
3 
1 
1. Correlate featurt'S and customers, 2. Prioritise features and customers, 
3 Select features and customers 

Lesson 19- it's hard to scope for the future 
In an inherently technological domain such as aero-engine starting, the impact of new 
advancements are difficult to predict. The domain model that was developed here was 
based on existing technology, with the assumption that tomorrow's technology would 
not be radically different from today's technology. However, there is a danger that 
significant changes in the technology for aero-engine starting, or even changes in the 
certification process, might render the domain models out-of date. The key in this 
stage is probably to leave room for expansion, enabling an expansion from the 
existing architecture. 

4.6 Stage 6 - Architect the asset base 

me stage 
Stage description 

Planned days to complete 
Actual days to complete 
Actions 

Arc teet the asset Da5e 
Decide how assets are 'parameterised' and how they may be lmked 
together as components for building new ystems. 
4 
12 
1. Detennine external architectun conslnlints, 2. Detennine 1ntemal 

hitectu cons • .Defme asset base archi 

Lesson 20 -recognise emerging architectures 
The recognition of issues helped identify a requirements architecture. For example, 
we know that all aero-engine starting systems have requirements in areas such as 
cockpit signals, ignition layout, starting modes, and cranking. In turn, these high-level 
requirements provide the interface for 'plugging-in' more detailed requirements. Our 
domain analysis has revealed an architecture which provides a framework for 
developing new starting systems and analysing existing ones. 

4.7 Stage 7- Implement the asset base 

Planned days to complete 
Actual days to compte~ 
Actions 

Implement tlie asset base 
Consider how assets are best 'implemented', and de elop an 
infrastructure for accessing and re-using assets. 
4 
over 10 at least (still in process) 
1. Plan asset base implementation, 2. Implement assets, 
3. lm lement the infrastrudure for r 
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Lesson 21- we need more than just libraries 
In order to exploit fully the 'products' from the domain analysis, we need to be able to 
retrieve our reusable assets. However, we also need to be able to: formalise domain 
knowledge, identify reusable assets, link the domain model with reusable assets, 
combine reusable assets in sensible ways, experiment with different combinations of 
reusable assets, manage a changing 'target' system, and maintain the domain model 
and asset base. 

A couple of extra lessons from our experience: 

Lesson 22 -a domain model is a description of an application area which 
characterises typical features of that application area and makes explicit the 
rules governing the commonality and optionality of those features 
We found during the course of the domain analysis process that it was useful to think 
of a domain in terms of its natural structure ( cf. issues), the features or requirements 
which pertain to the structure, and the rules which govern requirement 'usage'. 

Lesson 23- a domain model is evolutionary but so is the domain analysis 
process 
The domain model was rarely 'stable'. The domain model evolved, as expected, but 
so did the domain analysis process - some days we hit upon 'good' ways of acquiring 
domain information first time around, such as handling multiple viewpoints 
convincingly, or controlling the development of the commonality in the domain 
model in a predictable way. The domain analysis process seemed to improve 
gradually with experience. 

5. CONCLUSION: SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING 
DOMAIN ANALYSIS METHODS 

We uncovered several strong themes during the domain analysis process that were, in 
our opinion, not adequately covered by ODM nor in the existing domain analysis 
literature. These themes, described next, are suggested as improvements to existing 
domain analysis methods. 

Domain structuring 
Domains need to be structured in terms of their issues or 'talking points' rather than 
their objects or the relations between objects. Our domain analysis process was driven 
by the questions being asked by domain experts themselves, rather than artificial 
questions derived from a system modelling background. 

Modelling more complex forms of commonality and optionality 
We found the classification of requirements as either common or optional too 
simplistic a division. A requirement might be always common, always optional, or 
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common or optional depending upon the 'selection' of another requirement (for 
example, B will always be the case if A is selected). Further to this, two requirements 
might be mutually exclusive. Such constraints must be adequately captured. 

Rationale capture 
We found it difficult to capture and build rationale into our domain model. We could 
see the different variations that were possible in our domain model, but this didn't 
necessarily convey the rationale behind why certain combinations of features or 
requirements were mandatory, desirable or illegal. 

Multiple perspectives 
To some extent, we avoided consistency and conflict resolution issues between 
domain experts and other documentation viewpoints. It is necessary however, that the 
abstraction and filtering processes necessary to construct a domain model needs to 
embody a multiple-perspective framework. 

Process encapsulation 
Domain models tend to be viewed as knowledge 'products', such as a collection of 
abstract requirements or software components. Domain models, however, should also 
encapsulate reusable processes, for example, the process by which an individual 
develops a new system based on the domain model. 

It is likely that during the case-study, we as inexperienced domain analysts made 
incorrect modelling decisions, misinterpreted the ODM method, misinterpreted 
domain experts and added personal bias to the domain analysis. This however, reflects 
the reality of applying domain analysis in an industrial setting. 

To sum up, we were satisfied with what was achieved from the domain analysis, 
although it is clear that using a domain analysis method does not necessarily imply 
'high-quality' domain analysis. We suspect a domain analysis will only be as good as 
the domain knowledge available, and the ability of domain analysts to formalise and 
explicate the domain knowledge. Just as a domain expert is recognised for domain 
knowledge, domain analysts will be recognised by their domain analysis knowledge. 
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